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The Four Enclosures 2008-2018. Bill Direen The first Enclosures (2008) was a blend of stories, combining the genre of autobiography with research, while giving free rein to the fantastic. Enclosures 1 (2008) opened with a historical fairy tale relating a story of lovers and an ancient city of seven concentric walls. Another story (alternating with pages of diary) told the story of a modern day Jonah in Wellington and off the Kapiti Coast, who entered the biblical/qur'anic belly of a sea-beast. Another story told of a hut at the tip of the Otago Peninsula and its hermit’s voyage to Britain in the belly of a huge silver bird. The last enclosure is a biosphere of the sexually-mutilated, which generated interest in 2008 due to its unusual discourse regarding cannibalism. Enclosures 2 (2016) was a collection of fiction, poetry, diary, utopia and what one might call ‘zootopia’, continuing the conceptual basis of enclosures as partitions of real or imaginary places: a basement recording studio …an anatomical surface that might also be geographical. They are also, more pertinently, (cross-)sections of writing: cut-ups of pieces written while going between Europe, Australia and New Zealand) coexist with sections of an unfinished novel (sequel to Jules, 2003) or a poem written during a writer’s residency which coincided with a time of a family bereavement. Enclosures 2 contains a utopian vision of Direen's home town, Christchurch, post-quake, following hard upon a poisoner's auditory hallucination of an unclassifiable music album. Enclosures 3 (2017) contained fiction, experimental prose and another chapter from the self-shaping "knovel" Stoat. The different sections contained a visit to a family friend in the south of France, a crime story in unpunctuated prose, a patient diary kept during a difficult 48 week treatment and an experimental essay on the word tattoo. Enclosures 4 (October 2018), like the first of the series, begins with a folk tale. Other sections contain creative essay, a plan for a theatre in mourning, mathematical despair, some thoughts on drainage in the Netherlands (and Breughel), lyrics from recent text-music recordings



with Wellington trio Ferocious, and the last instalments of the fragmentary novel about Dunedin denizen Robert Stoat. As ever, any of the Enclosures may be read independently. The little Enclosures enclose selected writings, but each has its preoccupations. Enclosures 4, the last of the series, is concerned with voicing and liberation in the focus media of cinema, theatre and the visual arts, through sound and silence, in darkness and in light. The 'enclosures’, then, are set in isolated bio- or necro-spheres real or unreal. They may be fiction, diary, experimental prose or chapters in the self-shaping "knovel" Enclosures, which is now complete with this fourth number in the series. LAUNCH: Enclosures 4, October 1st, The Open Book, 201 Ponsonby Rd, Auckland. 6pm. Available form the author, selected libraries and selected bookshops. Lisa Samuels and Tru Paraha will also read. Printable cover image http://alpha.books.online.fr/Media/Enclosures4DIREENcoverprintable300ppi.jpg
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Enclosures - Bill Direen 

the princess's fondness for music he announced a contest ... At dawn she and her nurse left their rose wood scented .... Most pieces date from between th & th.
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Enclosures 

Apr 22, 2018 - To read the download of any of the above titles type http://alpha.books.online.fr/[first word of title above]. To download all titles as PDF in one ...
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spinning, and, against the advice of his council, Ighmut admitted five .... masons turned from cutting memorial stones to fashion- ... The festive atmosphere at the dedication ...... millions of spores when Onevian speech sounds are uttered.
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KlipponÂ® POK â€“ Polyester enclosures 

External mounting feet, set of 4. Stainless steel 1.4301. 9510900000. Earthing stud. Brass, M10. 1277220000. Stainless steel 1.4404, M10. 1283440000. Brass ...
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STADIUM by Bill Direen 

Our captors had dressed us in dyed loincloths binding our ... power over our dreams and that she knew the past. She gave us names for ..... triggered by some cosmic accident? ... past endedâ€”we were no longer cadets within time accountable.
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ECP Explosionproof Enclosures - Cooper Industries 

suivent. Toutes les Ã©tapes d'usinage doivent Ãªtre exÃ©cutÃ©es avant l'installation. 2. SÃ©lectionnez un emplacement de montage offrant une rigiditÃ© et une soliditÃ©.
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Enclosures and connection devices 2007-2008 

innovative products, the Hager Group is one of the leading manufacturers of electrical distribution system for homes, tertiary buildings and industrial premises.
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Customer Premise Enclosures Logements utilitaires Cajas ... - Leviton 

Lay the cabinet aside. 4. Using appropriate #10 screws, install into wall leaving the screw head approximately 1/8" off the mounting surface. 5. Hang the unit on these two screws, then add two. (2) additional screws through the lower mounting holes. 
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Page 1. Instructions for Use. Directives d'utilisation. Instrucciones de uso. Customer Premise. Enclosures. Logements utilitaires. Cajas Modulares para.
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enclosures IP 66. Introduction. Technical characteristics. ○ Monobloc wall-mounting enclosure made from polyester reinforced with fibreglass, moulded by hot ...
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Polyester wall-mounting enclosures IP 66 Coffrets 

Locking device outside the sealed area, guaranteeing the tightness of IP 66 over time. â—‹ Locking system: â€“ Enclosure height â‰¤ 847 mm: 2 locks with double-bar ...
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Low Profile Type 1 Disconnect Enclosures Boîtiers De ... 

NOTIFICATION: Pour maintenir l'estimation environnementale de ce boîtier, installer dans n'importe quelle ouverture, seulement énuméré ou les appareils ...
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Low Profile Type 1 Disconnect Enclosures Boîtiers De ... 

NOTIFICATION: Pour maintenir l'estimation environnementale de ce boîtier, installer dans n'importe quelle ouverture, seulement énuméré ou les appareils ...
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JBL low frequency enclosures are designed for ... - JBL Professional 

or other similar applications where high sound power output and smooth low frequency response are requrred All are ruggedly constructed of dense, high ...
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To move to a different Item, you can navigate to It using the .... buttons to move you through the sampling rate choices. ...... The tricky part Is to avoid selecting 2).
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Mar 4, 2014 - went to a concert together," she says of one date. "All in all, I made $60, plus he bought my drinks. It was actually very natural; there wasn't any ...
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The beginning and the first age - NOSTARIA 

And his two sons were damned ... Her eyes will save the damned ... The palace became a poisonous place for a plot : Aeddan was of common blood but he ...
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Measurements of the fluorescence life time. The initial ... threshold energy and efficiency of the system. Optical pumping of ... Radiationless Transfer induced ...
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their skin pierced with iron hooks and stitched through with catgut. Bodies are ..... of lime and emerald; a furry mammal, now, darts to its nest. Returning by a .... islands, in canoes, sailing ships, steamships, and airplanes, he introduced his ...
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